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OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS FOR NONCONVEX 
VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS RELAXED IN TERMS 
OF YOUNG MEASURES 
TOMAS ROUBICEK 
The scalar nonconvex variational problems of the minimum-energy type on Sobolev 
spaces are studied. As the Euler-Lagrange equation dramatically looses selectivity when 
extended in terms of the Young measures, the correct optimality conditions are sought by 
means of the convex compactification theory. It turns out that these conditions basically 
combine one part from the Euler-Lagrange equation with one part from the Weierstrass 
condition. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We will deal with the following variational problem, related with various minimum 
energy principles in continuum mechanics (and not only there): 
(VP) minimize / <p(x, y(x), Vy(x)) dx, y e KV0
1>p(fi), 
Jn 
where fi C IRn is a bounded Lipschitz domain, W0'
P(Q.) the Sobolev space of func-
tions y : Q —• IR with Vy £ Lp(fi;IRn) and with zero traces on the boundary dft 
of £2, (p : fi x (IR x IRn) —*• IR : (x, r, s) i—i• <p(x, r, s) a Caratheodory function with 
an appropriate growth specified latter, and 1 < p < +oo, n > 1. We are especially 
interested in the case when <p(x, r, •) is not convex. 
Let us remind the Euler-Lagrange necessary optimality conditions for (VP) in 
the weak formulation: if y solves (VP), then 
div A = (p'r(y, Vy) in wr -WOp- i )^ ) (1.1) 
with A E L^/^-1)(Q;IRnm) called "momentum" (cf. [9]) and defined, under appro-
priate growth conditions, by 
A = ^ (y ,Vj / ) in 27/0>--)(n;lRn) (1.2) 
where <pfr(y, Vy) abbreviates the function xy-+<p'r(x, y(x), Vy(ar)) with ^(x, r, s) the 
derivative of <p(x, •, s), and analogous meaning has also <p's(y, Vy). Then VV"
1'-3!(-3"1)(n) 
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is the dual space to W0 '
P(Q) under the duality pairing induced from L2(Q). For n =- 1 
let us still remind the Weierstrass condition (x G fi, s E IRn): 
<p(x, y(x)y s) - <p(x, y(x), Vy(x)) > X(x) • (5 - Vy(x)) (1.3) 
with A again from (1.2); cf. [23, Sect. 48.8] or [9]. 
It is well known that, without any convexity assumption about <p(x,ry •), the 
solution of (VP) may fail to exist. Of course, (1.1) — (1.2) need not have any solution, 
either. This is due to the lack of monotonicity of <p's(y, •) in (1.2). The minimizing 
sequences of (VP) will then typically exhibit more and more rapid oscillation in 
u, described properly in the limit as a weakly measurable mapping v : x •-» vx : 
Q, —>rpm(IRnm), a so-called Young measure [22], with rpm(-) standing for the set of 
all regular probability measures on the domain indicated. Let us denote the set of 
all Young measures by ;y(fi;IRn), and by yp(Q\JRn) the set of all Young measures 
v attainable by sequences bounded in Lp(£l\JRn)\ alternatively we may also write 
y ( Q ; ] R n ) = {v e y(Q\JRn)\ (x ~ / R m \s\
pvx(ds)) e L
l(Q)}\ cf. [13] for details. 
In continuum mechanics [3, 4, 5], these Young-measure solutions are interpreted as 
fine structures (called also microstructures). In order to have a chance for existence 
of solutions, the original problem (VP) is naturally (-= continuously) relaxed by 
means of these Young measures, which gives the relaxed variational problem: 
(RVPo) 
mimmize / / <p(x,y(x),s)vx(ds) dx, 
Jn LJiRn 
subject to / s vx(ds) = Vy(x) for a. a. x (E fi, 
JIRn 
y e ^ ( a ) , v = {v*heneyp(n\mr). 
Also, we can naturally (= continuously) extend the Euler-Lagrange equation (1.1)-
(1-2): 
d ivA(x)= / <p'r(x,y(x),s)vx(ds) in the sense of W--.P/(p--)(n) (1.4) 
and 
X(x)= f <p's(x,y(x)is)vx(ds) in the sense of L
p/(<p-l\Q\JRn). (1.5) 
JlRn 
While (RVPo) can be (under appropriate conditions) a natural extension of (VP) (cf. 
Proposition 2.1 together with Remark 3.1 below), this surprisingly cannot be said 
about the corresponding differential equation (1.1)-(1.2) (in the weak formulation) 
extended continuously to (1.4)-(1.5). Indeed, it was shown in [16, 18] that the set 
of the solutions to (1.4)-(1.5) may be very large and possibly unbounded even if 
(RVPo) has a unique solution. Also, we can extend the Weierstrass condition (1.3), 
obtaining 
<p(x, y(x), s)- <p(x> y(x), s) vx(ds) > X(x) - ( s - / s vx(ds) j . (1.6) 
JIR» \ J1R" / 
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However, the extended Weierstrass condition (1.5)-(1.6) has a little selectivity as 
well, because so has already the original Weierstrass condition (1.2)-(1.3), as point-
ed out by Ioffe and Tihomirov [9, p. 115]. (The original setting of the Weierstrass con-
dition was, however, a bit different and had a greater selectivity, cf. [20, Chap.22].) 
Therefore, it arises immediately a question how the correct (=selective) optimal-
ity conditions for (RVPn) look like. It could be roughly said that the answer is 
represented by a combination of one part from the extended Euler-Lagrange equa-
tion (namely (1.4)) and of one part from the Weierstrass condition (namely (1.6)); 
cf. (3.5) and (3.7) with Remark 3.1. The resting part (1.5) is not involved and the 
momentum A E Lp!(p"~1)(!f2;IRn) is merely claimed to exist - in particular, <p's does 
not appear in these conditions at all. 
The results derived in this paper basically generalize the results by McShane 
[14] for n = 1 and by Young [21] for the case that the energy density (p(x}rjs) is 
independent of r; besides, [14, 21] delt factually only with Young measures from 
y°°(fi;IRn), which is however not much realistic. Our Euler/Weierstrass conditions 
for Young-measure relaxation can be used to establish uniqueness of the solution to 
the relaxed problem [8] or to estimate a number of atoms of a solution to the relaxed 
problem, which can be advantageously exploit within numerical implementation of 
the relaxed problems. 
It should be also emphasized that, in contrast to the scalar case where the relax-
ation theory presented here is fairly complete, the relaxation theory in the vectorial 
case (i.e. if y £ VV0
1,p(r2;IRm) for m > 1 and n > 1) is much more difficult and still 
exhibits many serious open problems. Also we will focuse our attentition to oscilla-
tion effects so that througout this paper we suppose p > 1, though some considera-
tions would work also for p = 1 (i.e. the nonparametric-minimal-hypersurface-like 
problem) where the oscillation effects can be accompanied by the concentration ones. 
2. A SUITABLE RELAXATION OF VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS 
The set of Young measures yp(Q]JRn) we used in (RVPo) is not suitable for the 
analysis of the relaxed problem because, though being convex, it is not closed in 
an appropriate locally convex space and also it is not apriori clear that we can use 
it correctly for integrands with precisely p-growth, e.g. for <p itself. Therefore, 
we use here a finer convex hull of the Lebesgue space Lp(fl]JRn), employing the 
convex-compactification theory; cf. also [15, 17, 19]. 
We must briefly introduce a few definitions and notations. Let us denote by 
Carp(fi,IRn) the linear space of all Caratheodory functions h : Q x IRn —* IR (that 
means h(-js) is measurable and h(x, •) is continuous) such that |/i(x,s)| < ah(x) + 
bh\s\p for some ah ELX(Q) and bh < +co. We can introduce a natural (semi)norm 
on Car*(f2,IRn) by IWIcar'tfi.iR") = inf{| |a| |Li ( n ) + 6; \h(x,s)\ < a(x) + b\s\
p}. Let 
us now consider a linear subpace H of Car /7(Q,nin), normed again be the norm of 
Carp(£2,IRn). Then the dual space H* is a Banach space. We can imbed Lp(£l\JRn) 
into H* by the imbedding in defined by (i/f(u),/i) = §uh(XjU(x)) Ax. By the 
well-known properties of the Nemytskii operators, in is (norm,weak*)-continuous. 
The reason that we did not simply put H = Carp(Q,IRn) is that such a choice 
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would yield a non-metrizable weak* topology on bounded sets in H*, and thus we 
prefer to take some proper subspace H which may be separable. On the other hand, 
we will take H sufficiently rich in the sense that: 
If'to-i\Q)®(jRryCH, (2.1a) 
H contains h^(x} s) = \s\
p, (2.1b) 
H contains all functions <poy with y G VV0
1,p(fi), (2.1c) 
H contains all functions (<pfr o y) • y with y,y G WQTP(Q), (2.Id) 
where Lp^p~l\^l) ® (JRn)* is the linear hull of the set of functions g ® v with 
g G LP^P~1\Q) and v : IRn —• IR linear, with g ® v defined as usual by [g ® 
v] (x, s) = g(x) v(s). Moreover, [<p o y] (z, s) = <p(xy y(x), s) in (2.1c), and similarly 
[<p'r o y](x,s) = <pr(x,y(x),s) G IR
n in (2.Id). Note that (2.1a) ensures that i# 
is injective and (2.1b) ensures that every net in Lp(fi;IRn), whose image via i# is 
weakly* convergent, is eventually bounded in Lp(Q,]JRn). Then it is reasonable to 
put 
Y£(fi;IRn) = w*-cl iH (L
p(ti;JRn)). (2.2) 
The set Y#(fi; IRn) endowed by the weak* topology is convex, closed, locally compact 
subset of H* into which the original space LP(Q] IRn) is imbedded homeomorphically 
and densely. Thus Y^(fi;IRn) is a very natural hull of the original Lebesgue space 
LP(Q\ IRn), indeed. Likewise the classical Young measures can be considered as linear 
continuous functionals on H if H = L1(Q; Cn(-Rn)), it is natural here to address the 
elements of Y#(Q;IRn) as generalized Young functionals if H C Carp(Q,IRn) is 
general. 
We say that a particular generalized Young functional rj G Y^(Q;IRn) is p-
nonconcentrating if there is a net {wf}fes bounded in Lp(Q]JRn) such that w*-
limfe£3H(u;;) = rj and the set {|ii^|p; £ G 5} is relatively weakly compact in 
Ll(Q). In rj G Y^(fi;lRn) is p-nonconcentrating, there exists a Young measure 
v G ̂ ( Q ; IRn) (not determined uniquely in general) such that 
V / i G H : (rj,h)= [ f h(x,s)vx(ds)dx. (2.3) 
For 77, rj G Y^(fi;IRn), we say that rj is a p-nonconcentrating modification of rj if 
rj is p-nonconcentrating and (rj,h) = (rj,h) for any h G H such that | /I(:E,S)| < 
a(x) + o(\s\p) with some a G Lx(il) and o : IR+ —• IR such that limr^oo o(r)/r = 0. 
If H is separable, then every rj G Yj£(fi;IRn) admits its (uniquely determined) p-
nonconcentrating modification; cf. [17]. 
We will need a generalization of the standard construction "substitution of a 
Young measure {vx}xen into a Caratheodory function h = h(x, 5)", which gives the 
function x »—• J ^ h(x,s) vx(ds). However, our generalized substitution will result 
to a measure on Q (=the closure of Q) because of possible concentration effects. Let 
us denote this generalized substitution operation by " •" . Let us suppose that H is 
invariant under multiplication by functions Q —> IR that admit continuous extension 
on Cl in the sense that 
V/i G H Wge C(Q) : gh G H. (2.4) 
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For h = (hly...,hk) e H
k and for n G H*, let us define h.n e M(tt]JRk) £_ 
C(Q]JRkY by the relation 
(ft .n,g) = (ny g • /i) for all g G C(fi; IR*). (2.5) 
This definition actually determines h.n as a, Radon measure from M(Q]JR ). In-
deed, g *-> (n^ - h) : C(Cl]JRk) —• IR is obviously linear, and its continuity follows 
from the continuity of n : H —> IR and from the obvious estimate \\g • /i||carP(.n,]Rn) 
< ll5fllc(a;iR
fc)ll/lllcar»'(f2,iRn). Besides, for any u G Lp(£l]TRn), we have obviously 
h.in(y-) e L1(fi;IRfc) and [/i»ijj(iz)] (x) = h(x,u(x)) holds for a. a. x E fi, there-
fore the mapping n \-> h.n can be understood as the extension of the Nemytskii 
mapping Lp(Ct]JRn) —• L1(fi;IRfc) generated by h. Note that the extended operator 
is linear with respect to the geometry of H* while the original Nemytskii mapping 
was generally nonlinear with respect to the "usual" geometry of Lp(Q]JRn). More-
over, the following regularity will be useful: if n G Y£(fi; IRn) and h e Car*(fi; IRn)fc 
for some 1 < q < p, then h . n G Lplq(Sl] IR*). 
Now, we may define the relaxed variational problem, denoted by (RVP), as follows: 
(RVP) 
f minimize (?/,poy), 
subject to (1 ® id) • n = Vy, 
yewtf,p(n)> ^e Y^(fi;iRn), 
where id : IRn -» IRn denotes the identity on IRn so that, by (2.1a), (1 ® id) G Hn 
and therefore (1 ® id) • n is well defined in Lp(£l] JRn). 
Let q > 1 be arbitrary if p > n and q < np/(n — p) if p < n, which guarantees 
the compact imbedding of WQ'
p(£l) into L?(f2). 
Obviously, (2.1c) together with H C Carp(fi,IRn) represents a certain restriction 
on <p, which forces us to suppose <p : Q x (IR x IRn) —• IR to be a Caratheodory 
function such that 
\<p(x,r,s)\ < a(x) + b\r\q + c\s\p (2.6) 
for some a G ^ ( f i ) , 6, c G IR, and q as specified above. Then <p o u just belongs to 
Carp(fi,IRn) whenever u G Lq(Q). Also we suppose 
| p ( s , r , * ) - p ( x , r , * ) | < (a(x) + b\r\q^ + b^"1 + c\8\ptq-lVq)\r - r| (2.7) 
for some a G L9!^_1)(fi), and 6, c G IR. Moreover, we suppose a coercivity of <p in 
the sense: 
<p(x, r, s) > a(x) + c\s\p - b\rf (2.8) 
with some c positive, 0 < /? < p, 6 G IR, and a G /^(fi). Besides, (3 < q may and 
will be supposed without loss of generality. 
The following assertion verifies that (RVP) is actually a correct relaxation of 
(VP). It is based on the following essential assertion, derived (in a far more general 
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vectorial form) basically by Kinderlehrer and Pedregal [10, 12]: if 77 G Y^(Q;JRn) 
is p-nonconcentrating and (1 <g) id) • 77 = Vy for some y G W0
,P(Q), then 77 can be 
attained by gradients in the sense that there is a sequence {yk}keiN C W0
,P(Q) such 
that w*-limjfc_̂ oo ^(Vr/jb) = 77. In fact, in [10, 12] this assertion is formulated in 
terms of Young measures, but we mentioned that every 77 G Y^(f2;IRn) which is p-
nonconcentrating admits the Young-measure representation. Also, [10, 12] does not 
impose any trace condition, but the modification for zero-trace functions we used 
here is quite obvious. 
Propos i t ion 2 .1 . Let (2.1), (2.4), (2.6)-(2.8) be satisfied and H be separable. 
Then: 
(i) (RVP) possesses a solution and inf(VP) = min(RVP). 
(ii) If (y, 77) G (RVP) is a solution to (RVP), then 77 is p-nonconcentrating. 
(iii) If {yk}keJN is a minimizing sequence for (VP), then { ( ^ ^ ( V y * ) ) } * ^ has 
a weak* cluster point in W0
,p(Sl) x H* and every such a cluster point solves 
(RVP). 
(iv) Conversely, every solution (y, 77) of (RVP) can be attained by some sequence 
{(2/Jk,«H(Vyjb))}jbeiN such that {yk}keJN is a minimizing sequence for (VP). 
P r o o f . First, let us define the functional j : W0
,p(Cl) x Y£(Q;IRn) -> IR and the 
mapping A : W0
,P(Q) x Y£(ft;IRn) -> L7(ft;IRn) respectively by 
J(y^) = (rj)(poy)) (2.9) 
A(y, 77) = (1 ® id) • 77 - Vy. (2.10) 
By (2.6) and (2.7), the functional j is, if restricted on bounded subsets, continuous 
with respect to the norm topology on Lq(Q) and the weak* topology on H*; note 
that (2.7) ensures \\<poyx -v^^Hcar^n.iR-) < C\\yi-y2\\L*(n) with C depending on 
maxdlyill^g/n). ||y2||L9(n))- Taking into account the compactness of the imbedding 
^ 0 P(^) C Lq(Q) we can see that j , restricted on bounded subsets, is (weakx weak*)-
continuous. Moreover, by (2.1a), A is weakly* continuous too. 
The coercivity (2.8) ensures the coercivity of the functional j on the set of ad-
missible pairs {(y,77) G W0
,P(Q) x Y£(ft;IRn); A(y1rj) = 0} because of the ob-
vious estimate j(y, 77) > | |a | |L i ( n ) + 0(77, hN) - 6C||y||^ r l,P(n) where a, 6, c, and /? 
come from (2.8), /IN from (2.1b), and C is the norm of the continuous imbedding 
W0
 ,p(fi) C LP(£l). AS both j and A are continuous, the existence of a solution (y, 77) 
to (RVP) is ensured by the standard compactness arguments. 
By the definition of j and A, it holds j(y, i//(Vy)) = fn <p(x, y(x), Vy(x)) dx and 
also -A(y,7j/(Vy)) = 0, which shows immediately that min(RVP) < inf(VP). 
Let us further show the point (ii). Suppose, for a moment, the contrary, i.e. 
77 zfz 77, where 77 G Yj£(£2;IRn) denotes the p-nonconcentrating modification of 77 with 
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(y, 77) being a solution to (RVP); here we used the assumption that H is separable. 
Since the integrand 1 ® id has lesser growth than p (remind that p > 1 is supposed 
throughout the whole paper), we have (l®id) • rj = (l®id) • 77. Therefore, the couple 
(y, rj) is admissible for (RVP). Besides, as the integrand (poy is coercive, we have also 
(ip o y) • 77 < ((poy)*r)\ cf. [17] for details. It contradicts the assumption that (y, rj) 
is a minimizer of (RVP). Thus we showed that 77 is inevitably p-nonconcentrating. 
As mentioned previously, by [12], 77 can be attained by a sequence ijy(Vyjfc) with 
yk G WQ,P(Q). Then also Vy* = (1 ® id) • z^(Vyjb) -> (1 ® id) • 77 = Vy weakly in 
Z7(fi;IRn). As y e W0
1,p(!2), we get also yk -+ y weakly in WQ,P(Q), hence also 
strongly in Lq(Q). Altogether, we have j(y,rj) = (77,^0 y) = limjb^cx)(*H(Vyjfc),<po 
yk) = limjb-.oo / n <p(x, yjfc(x), Vyjb(ar)) dx, which shows that the sequence {t/jfc}jfcG]N is 
minimizing for (RVP) because min(RVP) < inf(VP). 
Conversely, let us take some sequence {yk}keiN which is minimizing for (VP). 
By the coercivity (2.8), this sequence must be bounded in KV0'
p(fi), and then also 
{iH(Vi/jb)}jfceiN is bounded in H*. Therefore, the sequence {(yk, 2i/(Vyjfc))}jfceiN must 
have a weak* cluster point (y,77) G WQ,P(Q) x H*. Apparently, 77 £ Y£(ft;IRn) 
and -4(y, 77) = w-limfc—oo A(yk, iH(Vyjfc)) = 0, so that the pair (y, 77) is admissible 
for (RVP). By the continuity of.; we have also j(y,rj) = limjb_>oo j(yjb, i/f(Vyjb)) = 
inf(VP). If j(y, 77) > min(RVP), we could take some solution to (RVP) and construct, 
as above, another sequence in WQ,P(Q) which would reach a strictly lower value of 
the energy functional in (VP), which contradicts the hypothesis that {yjfc}jfĉ iN is 
minimizing for (VP). In particular, we showed also that min(RVP) > inf(VP). • 
Remark 2 .1 . Let us remind the recent result by Kinderlehrer and Pedregal [11, 
Corollary 1.4] which says in particular that, if a sequence {yjb}jfcelN C WQ '
p(£l) is min-
imizing for (VP) with <p(x,r, s) independent of r and satisfying (2.8), then the set 
{|Vyjb|p; k e IN} is weakly relatively compact in L1(fi). Using Proposition 2.1 (iii)-
(iv), this would be equivalent with the point (ii) for such a special case of (p. Never-
theless, this conclusion expects first that the situation min(RVP) < inf(VP) is apriori 
excluded, for which we just needed a bit stronger result, namely ((poy) • 77 < ((poy) • 77 
derived in [17]. 
3. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS 
The relaxation developed in the previous section is well fitted to isolate selective and 
enough informative optimality conditions for the relaxed problem. To do this, let us 
notice that (RVP) has got the form of an abstract optimization problem 
(p) 
r minimize j(y,z), 
subject to A(y, z) = 0, 
yeY, zeK, 
where j : Y x Z —» IR is (under certain further data qualification) Gateaux differ-
entiate, A : Y x Z —• A is continuous and linear, K is closed convex subset of Z, 
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and y , Z, and A are Banach spaces. If 0 G int A(Y x K), we can simply derive 
the necessary optimality conditions for (P). Indeed, if (y, z) is optimal for (P), then 
inevitably 
Vj(y, Z) G --VK erAn(YxK)(y, *) 
= Ranged* - NYXK(V,Z) = Ranged* - {0} x NK(z), 
where NK(z) C Z* denotes the normal cone to K C Z at the point : G A'; cf. also 
[1, p. 175], In other words, we can equally say that there is some A G A* such that 
Vyj(y,z)-A*yX = 0, (3.1) 
V2j(y,z)-A*zX e -NK(z), (3.2) 
where A* = (A*y,A*z) :A*-^Y*xZ* and Vj = (Vyj, V, j) : y x Z -> y* x Z*. Of 
course, in our case Y = KV0'
p(fi), Z = H*, A = L^(fi;IRn), A' = y£(fi;IRn), and 
j and A are defined respectively by (2.9) and (2.10); thus we will write again "77" 
instead of V . 
We already mentioned that K = Y^(Q,JRn) is convex and closed. Our further 
task is to verify the above required properties of j and A and to establish the par-
ticular form of Vj, A*, and NK. Obviously, (2.1d) together with H C Car
p(fi ,nT) 
is a requirement on <p'r, which forces us to suppose <p'r : Q x (IRx IR
n) —»IR to be a 
Caratheodory function such that 
\<p'r(x, r, s)\ < a(x) + b\r\
q-1 + c\s\^q-^q (3.3) 
for some a eL* !^"" 1 )^) and 6, c < +00. Note that (3.3) is designed just to guarantee 
(v̂ r °2/) 'V ^ Carp(fi, IRn) whenever y,y G L
q(fl). Moreover, for q > 2 we will suppose 
that 
\<p'r(x, r, s) - <p'r(x, f, s)\ < (a(x) + b\r\
q~2 + b\r\q~2 + \s\^q-^'q) \r - f\ (3.4) 
with some a G LqKq~2\Q) and b, c < +00. Note that no smoothness of <p(x, r, •) is 
required. Taking into account our choice of q < np/(n — p), the requirement q > 2 
represents factually a mild restriction on p provided n > 3, namely p > 2n/(n + 2). 
L e m m a 3.1. Let (2.1) be valid. Then A : W0
,p(£2) x H* -* 27(Q;IRn) defined by 
(2.10) is linear, continuous, and surjective in the sense A(W0
,P(Q) x y#(£2;IRn)) = 
LP(QtJR
n) and, for A G L ^ - 1 ^ ; © " ) , it holds 
A*X = (A*yX, A*\) = (div A, A ® id), 
where the divergence of A is understood in the sense of W~l,pKp~l>)(Sl) = W0
,P(Q)* 
and [A ® id] (x, s) = A(x) • 5. Furthermore, for every h G H and *7 G y#(fi; -Rn), 
A € -Vy'(ft;lR»)(f/) <=> (»7, ft) = sup / h(x, u(x)) dx. 
ueLp(a\iRn)Jn 
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Finally, if also (2.4), (2.6), (2.7), (3.3), and (3.4) are valid, then j is Gateaux differ-
entiable with 
Vj(», 77) = (Vj„(y- 77), VJifo, 77)) = ((<p'r oy).r,,<poy)e W^/CP-Dfn) x H. 
Proo f . By (2.1a), we can easily verify the estimate |<7 ® id||carP(ft,]Rn)< 
clbllLp/(p-i)(a;iRn)j which makes the mapping 77.-» (1 (g> id) 0 77 defined and (weak*, 
weak)-continuous from H* to Lp(Q]JtT). Thus A is well defined on W0
,p(tl) x IT, 
too. In view of (2.10) and by the Green formula, we have 
(A*A, (</, 77)) = (A, A(y, 77)) = (A, (1 ® id ) . 77) - (A, Vy) = (77, A ® id) + (div A, y) 
for all (t/,77) G KV0
1,p(fi) x H* and A G Lp^p'1\Q]IR
ri). This means just ,4* A = 
(div A, A <g) id). The surjectivity of _4 is obvious because for 77 = in(u) with u G 
Z7(£2; IRn) arbitrary we have A(Q, 77) = (1 ® id) • 77 = w. 
The condition /i G -Vy''(n;iRn)(77) means just (77 — 77, h) < 0 for every 77 G 
Y£(ft;IRn). By the definition of y^(fi;IRn), this is equivalent with (77,/i) > (iH(
u)>h) 
— In Mx» u(x)) &x for every u G Ztp(fi; IRn), hence also with (77, h) > sur)ueLP^ri.jRn^ 
/ n /*(#, u(x)) dx. This means basically the equality because 77 G Yj^(Q] IR
n) is weak-
ly* attainable by some net {*H(uf)} so that, for any e > 0, there is some £-• such 
that (77, h)-e< ( * H K J , fc) = / n M*> tif,(a:)) da: < s u p ^ ^ m * ) / n h(x9
 u(x))dx-
Let us calculate the Gateaux differential of j at (t/, 77). Thanks to (3.3) and (3.4), 
for any y G W0
,P(Q), one can after short calculations obtain the estimate l e : " 1 ^ 0 
(y + ey)-<poy]-(<proy).y\<l\e\(a(x) + (q-2)b(\yr
2 + \yr2) + 
with a, 6, and c from (3.4), from which one gets 
p o ( y + e y ) - y o i / _ ( y , , o y ) , . < C\e\ 
CarP(ft,IRn) 
with a suitable C depending, in particular, on y but not on e. Then, for 77 G H*, we 
can simply calculate: 
= l iшJ( ł ? >
y o ( y + f - - y O У ) + < t 7 > У o ( y + Є )) 
= fø> (<Pr ° У) • Ў) + (V><P°У), 
where we also used the continuity of the mapping y ^ ^ o y : Lq(£l) —• Carp(fi, IRn) 
which is guaranteed by (2.7). By the definition (2.5), employing also (2.4), we get 
eventually Vjy(y) 77) = (<p'r oy).r) from the first term; note that (3.3) implies the 
mapping y 1—• (<p'r o y)y:W0
,p(£l) •—• H continuous, which eventually guarantees 
(<p'r oy) • 77 G W~
1,p/(p-l\Q). The second term gives immediately x7jf)(y) rj) = <poy. 
D 
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Now we can readily formulate the first-order optimality conditions for the relaxed 
variational problem (RVP). They include the so-called integral maximum principle, 
known also from optimal control theory, which involves here the "Hamiltonian" 
7iVtx G H defined by TiVtx = —<p o y + A ® id, that means 
KyAx> s) = -*>(*, V(x), s) + A(a?) • s. 
Note that (2.1a) and (2.1c) just guarantee Hy,\ G H for any y G Wn'
p(Q) and 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.1. Let q > 2, and (2.1), (2.4), (2.6), (2.7), (3.3), and (3.4) be valid. 
If (y,/;) solves (RVP), then there is A G L ^ - ^ Q j I i r ) such that 
divA - ((pfroy).rj = 0 in the sense of W""
1 »- '/(P- 1 )(JJ) > (3.5) 
and 
(*?.Wy.A)=
 S U P / WyiA(x,ti(a?))da:. (3.6) 
ti€L'(ft;-Rn)Jn 
Conversely, if j is convex and (y,7j) G (wo
1,p(fi) x y£(fi;IRn)) Pi Ker A and A G 
L P / ( P - I ) ( Q ; I R » ) satisfy (3.5)-(3.6), then (t/,77) solves (RVP). 
P r o o f . It suffices just to observe that (3.5) and (3.6) are obtained respectively 
when the results from Lemma 3.1 are put into (3.1) and (3.2). The converse im-
plication follows from the sufficiency of the optimality conditions (3.1) and (3.2) in 
case j is convex. D 
Let us still remark that j is convex with respect to the geometry of WQ'P(£1) X H* 
if, e.g., <p(x,r, s) = ^o(-E, r) + (pi(x,s) with <po(x, •) convex. The convexity of j by no 
means represents any requirement on a convexity of <p(x)r) •). On the other hand, 
convexity of <p(x, •, s) itself does not guarantee the convexity of j . 
Our next task is to localize the integral maximum principle (3.6) into the particu-
lar space instances, which will basically result to the extended Weierstrass condition. 
This procedure is parallel to what is done in optimal control theory within the pas-
sage from the integral maximum principle to the so-called Pontryagin maximum 
principle; cf., e.g., [7]. 
Propos i t ion 3.2. Let (2.1), (2.6) and (2.8) be valid and 7] be p-nonconcentrating 
(which holds, in particular, for the solutions to (RVP)). Then (3.6) is equivalent 
with 
[fty.A • rj] (x) = maxWyjA(-E, •) for a. a. x G Cl. (3.7) 
Moreover, (3.7) can be also understood as an equality of two functions in L1(fi). 
P r o o f . By (2.8), <p(x}s} •) has a superlinear growth and thus —Wytx is coercive, 
so that the supremum of 7iy,x is actually attained, which authorizes us to write 
"max" in (3.7). 
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Let us prove the implication (3.7) =J> (3.6). As r) is supposed p-nonconcentrating, 
the left-hand side of (3,7) lives in LX(Q) and we can integrate it over ft, which gives 
fn[ny,*%rl](x)dx = fnmax1R™nyt\(xr)dx > supueLp(nji*)fn'Hyt\(x,u(x))dx. 
Furthermore, taking a net {u^} such that iH(yt) —• V weakly* in H* and pass-
ing to the limit in the obvious estimate 
sup / nyt\(x,u(x))dx> / nyt\(x,u^(x))dxy 
ueLr(n,jRn)Jn Jn 
we obtain the converse inequality 
sup / nVt\(x,u(x))dx > lim / ny t\(x, u%(x)) dx = I [HVt\ • rj\ (x)dx. 
ueLr(n\jRn)Jn Z Jn Jn 
Thus (3.6) has been proved. 
Let us prove the converse implication, supposing that (3.7) does not hold. This 
means f(x) = [HVt\ • rj\ (x) < maxiRm nVt\(x, •) = g(x) for x G ft
+ C ft with 
meas(ft+) > 0. Let e > 0 be arbitrary, and define the set-valued mapping Se : 
fi = 3 IRn by Se(x) = {s G lR
n; nVt\(x,s) > g(x) - e}. It is obvious that Se 
has non-empty and closed values. By using [2, Theorems 8.1.3 and 8.1.4 with Lem-
ma 8.2.6], we can see that Se is measurable and possesses some measurable (single-
valued) selection u£ : ft —• IR
n, i.e. u£(x) G S£(x). Every such selection must fulfil 
<p(x, y, u£) < X(x) - ue — g(x) + e. By (2.8), it is easy to estimate 
c\ue \
p < -a(x) + 6|y|/? + X(x) • u£ - g(x) + e 
< -a(x) + b^f + C I A ( x ) ^ - 1 ) + ^\u£\
p + ?(x, y,0) + e 
with a, 6, c, and /? from (2.8), and C large enough in dependence on p and c. In 
particular, u£ G .Z7(ft;IR
n) because c> 0, X G Lp^p~1\Q]JRn), \y\? G L*//?(ft) C 
Ll(Q), and [<poy](-,0) G L1(ft). It is easy to see that fnnVt\(x,u£(x))dx > 
fa f(x) dx + /nt> - / ] (x)dx - £meas(ft). Since fn[g - / ] (x) dx = j n + [g - / ] (x) dx 
is positive and e can be made arbitrarily small, we get eventually (rj,nyt\) < 
fctnVt\(xt u£(x)) dx, and thus (3.6) cannot be valid - a contradiction. • 
Remark 3.1 . Note that, by Proposition 2.1 (ii), every solution (y,rf) to (RVP) 
has the component rj p-nonconcentrating, and therefore rj admit the Young-measure 
representation v G yp(Q,JRn) in the sense (2.3). Putting such representation to 
(RVP), one just gets (RVP0). Likewise, (3.5) and (3.7) result respectively to (1.4) 
and (1.6). This justifies the notation of Section 1. Also, (1.6) means that supp(i/r) C 
Aigma,xnyt\(x, •) for a.a. x G ft, which makes sometimes possible to estimate the 
number of atoms of vx. 
Remark 3.2. The requirements (2.lab) and (2.4) are not much restrictive. Note 
that H = Carp(ft,IRn) apparently fulfils all of them but such a large H is not 
separable, which does not fit with the assumptions of Proposition 2.1. Therefore, 
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a better example might be H C Car p (f i,IR n ) consisting of functions of the form 
h(x,z) = ho(x,z)(l + \z\p) + hi(x,z/\z\)\z\p with ho(x, •) vanishing at infinity and 
fti(x,) G C(Snm"1) for a. a. x G £2, where 5 n m ~ 1 denotes the unit sphere in 
IRn. Such test functions have been essentially used by DiPerna and Majda [6]. Of 
course, we could find many other subspaces of Carp(fi, IR") that would satisfy these 
requirements but smaller subspaces impose via (2. led) a stronger restriction on the 
generality of <p. Also, H cannot consist only of functions with growth strictly less 
than p because (2.8) with (2.1c) could not be fulfilled simultaneously; besides, (2.1b) 
would not be valid, either. 
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